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ABSTRACT. In this paper we give some significative counterexamples to prove that some well known
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significative application of the quasi-regular open subsets of ].
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1. INTRODUCTION
In literature there are several generalizations ofthe notion ofLindelof space [2] and these are studied

separately for different reasons and purposes In 1959 Frolik [3] introduced the notion of weakly-
Lindel0f spaces that, aPterward, was studied by several authors: Comfort, Hindman and Negrepointis [4]
in 1969, Hager [5] in 1969, Ulmer [6] in 1972, Woods [7] in 1976, Bell, Ginsburg and Woods [8] in

1978 About this topic in 1982 Balasubramanian [9] introduced and studied the notion of nearly-Lindelof

spaces that is between Lindel0f and weakly-Lindelof spaces In 1984 Willard and Dissanayake 10] gave

the notion of almost k-Lindel0f space, that for k N0 we call almost-Lindelof, and that is between the

nearly-Lindelof and weakly-Lindelof spaces. To be complete, it is useful to recall some recent papers of

Pareek 11 which are an almost survey of all main generalizations ofLindelof spaces
In this paper we fix our attention on the main generalizations of Lindel0f spaces, e weakly-

Lindelof, almost-Lindel0f and nearly-LindelOf spaces Our purpose is to study the relations between them

and some new properties but, mainly, to construct some significative counterexamples to prove that the

studied generalizations are proper.

Moreover, the counterexample 3.1 l, proving that there exist weakly-Lindelof spaces not almost-

Lindelof, guides us to introduce and study a new generalization of Lindelof spaces, e the almost

regular-Lindel0f spaces These almost regular-Lindel0f spaces are a new and significative application of

quasi-regular open subset introduced by the first author and Lo Faro in 1981

We conclude the paper proposing the study of two new and natural generalizations of the almost

regular-LindelOf spaces, e the weakly regular-Lindelof and the nearly regular-Lindelof spaces

In particular, this paper is composed of four parts In we study the nearly-Lindelof spaces as a

generalization of Lindelof spaces (while Balasubramanian has studied them as a generalization of nearly

compact spaces), we give some properties and a counterexample of a nearly-Lindel0f not Lindelof space
In 2 we study the subspaces and subsets nearly-Lindelof relative In 3 we give some properties of
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weakly-Lindelof spaces and a counterexample of weakly-Lindelof not nearly-Lindelof space, moreover,
we study the almost-Lindelof spaces that are between nearly-Lindelof and weakly-Lindelof spaces, we

give the necessary counterexamples and properties In the last section we introduce the notions of almost

regular-Lindelof, weakly regular-Lindelof and nearly regular-Lindelof spaces
We have that the following implications hold

Nearly-L Almost-L Weakly-L

Nearly R-L = Almost R-L = Weakly R-L

PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the present paper X and Y always denote topological spaces, :r an element ofX and

the neighborhoods filter of :r in X The interior and the closure of any subset A ofX will be denoted by

int(A) or and cl(A) or -respectively.
If A C_ S c_ X, then ints(A) and cls(A) will be used to denote respectively the interior and closure

of A in the subspace S With {a: }>, and {a}er we denote the set of all elements a for each >_
and for each c N respectively

Recall some definitions

DEFINITION 1. A subset A c_ X is called regularly open (resp. regularly closed) if A A (resp

A=A)
The topology generated by the regularly open subsets of the space (X, 7-) is denoted by 7-" and it is

called semiregularization of X, if 7- 7-* then X is said to be semiregular 12].
DEFINITION 2 13]. A topological space X is said to be almost regular if for each z c X and

each regularly open neighborhood U /g, there exists a neighborhood V such that

V C V C Us, or, equivalently, if for any regularly closed set C and any singleton {z} disjoint from C,
there exist disjoint open sets U and V such that C c_ U and z V.

It is true that a space X is regular if and only if it is semiregular and almost regular 13

DEFINITION 3 [14]. A topological space X is said to be nearly compact if every open cover

{Ux }x^ ofX admits a finite subfamily such that X t
DEFINITION 4 [2] Let X be a topological space. A cover V {V}j ofX is a refinement of

another cover b/= {Ux}x^ iffor each j J there exists an A(j) c A such that V c
DEFINITION 5 [2]. A family {Ux }XA of subsets of a topological space X is locallyfimte if for

every point z X there exists a neighborhood U b/ such that the set {A A U N Ux } is

finite

1. NEARLY LINDELOF-SPACES
DEFINITION 1.1 [9]. A topological space X is said to be nearly-LmdelOf if for every open cover

{Ux)xA ofX there exists a countable subset {A,),r ofA such that X t_J Ux (i e if every cover of
nN

X by regularly open sets admits a countable subcover).
It is clear that every compact space is nearly-Lindel0f, but the converse is not true (for example the

real line R is nearly-LindelOfbut it is not nearly compact).
Moreover, every Lindel0f space is nearly-Lindel0f but the converse is not true as the following

example shows.

EXAMPLE 1.2. Let f be the smallest uncountable ordinal number and A [0, f). The set A has

the property that for each a A the set [0, a) is countable, while A is not. Let X {a, q, a) where

c A and j N. We define in X a topology such that the points {a) are isolated and the fundamental

system ofneighborhoods ofthe points {c) and {a) are

B, {c, a}>_, and B {a, a},_>,,r
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respectively X so topologized is Hausdorff but not Lindelof, in fact the open cover {B} tO {B,, }, A
has not countable subcover On the other hand, X is nearly-Lindelof In fact, let Ua a ,x be a cover of

X and A such that a E U Then X\ is a countable set It follows that X is nearly-Lindelof I’-!

PROPERTY 1.3. A space (X, 7-) is nearly-Lindelof if and only if (X, 7-’) is Lindelof 1-1

COROLLARY 1.4. A nearly-Lindelof space (X, 7-) is Lindelof if and only if it is semiregular l-1

This is an improvement of [prop 5, g] that holds only for regular spaces

PROPOSITION l.fi [9] A topological space X is nearly-Lindelof if and only if for any family

{Ca}ac, by regularly closed sets of X with countable intersection property, the intersection A Ca is

non-empty l-I

PROPOSITION 1.6. Let X be an almost regular and nearly-Lindelof space Then for every

disjoint regularly closed C and C2 there exist two open sets U and V such that U fq V 0 and

CICU, C2cV
PROOF. Since X is almost regular, for each z E C there exists an open neighborhood Uz such

that UC2-) We can suppose Ux to be regularly open The family {Ux}xc 2{X\C} is a

regularly open cover of X and, since X is nearly-Lindelof, there exists a countable set of points

:rl,x2,...,z,,... ofX such that X ( UrU ) td (X\C, It follows that for each nNC, c tJ U
and U. C2 Analogously there exists a family of regular open sets { Vu. such that

( ) () andU= U Gn, V= U H Uand V D C O Let G U, k H Vy,, k nN hen

and V so constructed are the open sets that we are looking for

DEFINITION 1.7 15] A space X is said to be nearly paracompact if eve cover of X by

regularly open sets admits a locally finite refinement

PROPOSITION 1.8 Let X be an almost regular and nearly-Lindelof space Then X is nely

paraeompact
PROOF Let {Ux}aA be a cover of X by regularly open sets For each z X and A A such

that z U there exists an open neighborhood U ofz such that U c Ux Wee suppose that U is

relly open so {U}x is a relar open cover of X. Since X is nearly-LindelOf, there exists a

countable set of points z, z,..., z,.., ofX such that X U U. For each n N choose a A A
nN

such that U c U and put g U
k=

By construction {g}e is a refinement of

{U}e d it is a locally finite family. In fact, let z X. Then there exist U, (since {U}e is a

cover of X) and U, such that z U, C U,. We will prove that U, intersects at most fiNtely many

members ofthe faly {g}e Since

then Up is not contained in V for each r _> p + I while Uxp c V,. So Ux, fq V O for each r > p + 1,

therefore U, intersects at most a finite number of sets V,. I-I

PROPOSITION 1.9. Let X be a nearly-Lindel0f space and Y a nearly compact space Then

X Y is nearly-Lindelof.
PROOF. Let {Ux}aA be a cover ofX Y by regularly open sets Without loss of generality, we

can suppose Ux Va Wa where Va and Wx are regularly open sets in X and Y respectively Fix

x 5 X, for each y Y there exists Au A such that (x, y) E Vx x Wa The family {Wa }y6y is a

cover of Y by regularly open sets and, since Y is nearly compact, it admits a finite subcover Let

Y Wax t3 t3 Wa Put H Vax f Vx and r(x) Au,,..., Au } H is a regularly open set

of X and hence the family {H}zex is a regularly open cover ofX Since X is nearly-Lindelof, there

exists a countable set of points x l, x2, x,, ofX such that X tO H, hence
rtN
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XxY= (H,,,) xY= U (Hr,,xW,): U (V, xW,).

Since the last member is a countable family, we have that X x Y is nearly-Lindelof I-!

REMARK 1.10 In general the product of two nearly-Lindelof spaces is not nearly-Lindelof In
fact, let K be the Sorgenfrey line K is normal, and hence regular, and Lindelof and therefore it is

nearly-Lindelof The product K x K is regular, but it is not Lindel0f [2, 3 8 15] and therefore it cannot

be nearly-Lindelof (see Corollary 4)

2. NEARLY-LINDEL(F SUBSPACES AND SUBSETS

A subset S’ of a space X is said to be nearly-Lindelof if S is nearly-Lindelof as subspace ofX (i e S
is nearly-Lindel0f with respect to the inducted topology from the topology ofX)

DEFINITION 2.1 A subset S of a space X is said to be nearly-LmdelOfrelaOve to X if for every

cover U A--A by open sets of X such that S c U Ux, there exists a countable subset A,, },, r c A
AA

such that S c U
nf_N

PROPOSITION 2.2 [9] Let X be a space and A an open subset ofX Then A is nearly-Lindelof

if and only if it is nearly-Lindelof relative to X
LEMMA 2.3 [9] Let B be a regularly closed subset of a nearly-LindelOf space X Then C is

nearly-Lindel0f relative to X r-!

COROLLARY 2.4 [9] A clopen of a nearly-Lindelof space is nearly-Lindelof I-!

PROPERTY 2.5 Let X be an extremally disconnected space (i e the closure of an open set is open

[2]) and ,5’ C_ X If S is nearly-LindelOfthen ,5’ is nearly-Lindel0f relative to X.
PROOF. Let Ua}Xh be an open family of X such that S c U Ux Consider Vx S Ux for

each A A, then {V}xeA is an open cover of S. By hypothesis there exists a countable subfamily

(Vx}er such that S U intscls(Vx ). Since for each n IIVA C UA, then V C Since
hEN

X is extremally disconnected then intscls(VA) C intxclx(Uo) clx(U,) This proves that C U
hEN

[,, i.e. S is nearly-LindelOfrelative to X. El

REMARK 2.6. In general a closed subset of a nearly-LindelOf space is neither nearly-LindelOf nor

nearly-Lindel0f relative to the space as the subset { c, },A in Example 1.2 shows

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let X be a space and c X. The following are equivalent

(i) S is nearly-Lindel0f relative to X;
(ii) for every family by regularly open sets ofX that cover S, there exists a countable subfamily coveting

,5’;

() fr eery farni {C}eA b reguary csed sets X sch hat ( AC) fq S thee exsts a

countable subset ofindices {A,},er C A such that (,r Cx,) fq S 0

PROOF. (i) = (ii) It is obvious by the definition.

Let {C,x},XeA be a regularly closed family in X such that (fC,x] N S=. Then()

C X\(,XA C’x) ,XA (X\Cx); hence {X\C’>,}XA is a regularly open family covetingS S, then there

exists a cuntable subfamily {X\Cx"}neN such that S C U (X\Cx")’

(iii) := (i) Let {Ux}xA be a family by open subsets of X such that S C U Ux Then

ScB2 UC , therefore X\ S=0, ie X\ NS=0 By
AA AA AA

such that f’l X\ fqS 0 andhypothesis there exists a countable subfamily X\

therefore X n S 0, i.e S c U ffx. This completes the proof l-I
nN
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PROPOSITION 2.8. A space (X, "r) is open hereditarily nearly-Lindelof if and only if any A E -"
is nearly-Lindelof

PROOF. Let B c X be an open subset of X By Proposition 2 2 it is sufficient to prove that B is

nearly-Lindelof relative to X Let Ua a, ,,x be a family by regularly open sets ofX such that B
a( A

The set A U Ua belongs to -’, so by hypothesis A is nearly-Lindelof Hence there exists a countable
A-. A

subfamily Ua, },cr of Ua ax such that A 1.3 Ua and therefore B c U Ua, Conversely, let X be
hEN

open hereditarily nearly-Lindelof Since r" C 7-, it is obvious that any A
THEOREM 2.9. Let f" X Y be a closed continuous function and, for each V Y, let f (V)

be nearly-Lindelof relative to X IfY is nearly-Lindelof then X is nearly-Lindelof
PROOF. Let {C’a}aA be a family of regularly closed subsets of X with countable intersection

property Let M ATM, e each # E M is of the form # (A,A2, ...,A Put

The family C’, eM is a family by closed subsets ofX with countable intersection property and also the

family {f(C)}cM in Y is so Since Y is nearly-Lindelof, by Proposition 5 there exists E Y such

that ff E f(C) for each # E M It follows that f-l()NC’,-7/: 0 for each # E M, hence f-l(ff)
intersects all countable intersections of Ca with A E A Since f-1 (if) is nearly-Lindelof relative to X, by

Proposition 2 7 (iii), we have ( C’a/ f-1
\aA /

() :/: 0 and thus aAf’lC’a 0 This, by Proposition 5,

implies that X is nearly-Lindelof

REMARK 2.10. Recall that, for a topological space X, the Lmdelofnumber l(X) is defined as the

smallest cardinal number A such that every open cover of X admits a subcover of cardinality A It is

natural to generalize this notion to nearly-Lindelof space defining the nearly-Lmdelofnumber ofX nl(X)
to be the smallest cardinal number # such that every regularly open cover of X admits a subcover of

cardinality #
Obviously nl(X) <_ l(X) and this inequality can be proper For this purpose we can see Example

12

3. ALMOST-LINDELOF AND WEAKLY-LINDELOF SPACES
DEFINITION 3.1 [10] A topological space X is called almost-LtndelOf if every open cover

Ua } aeA ofX admits a countable subfamily such that X U Ua
DEFINITION 3.2 [3] A topological space X is said to be weakly-Lmdelofif for every open cover

Ua }aeh ofX there exists a countable subfamily such that X U UanN
PROPOSITION 3.3. A topological space X is weakly-Lindelof if and only if for any family of

closed subsets ofX{C’x }xh such that CA there exists a countable subfamily {Ca}r such that
AA

int(,NC’,,) =0.

PROOF. Let {C’a}aA be a family of closed subsets of X such that fq C’a 0 Then

X U (X\C’a) so by hypothesis there exists a countable subfamily such that X U (X\C’a) Hence
AEA hEN

X\,r(X\Cx.)=O, ie int(X\(N(X\Cx.)))= int(NC,) 0 Conversely, let {UA}aeA be

an open cover of X Then (X\UA) 0 and therefore there exists a countable subfamily such that
AA

int (,r(X\Ua))= 0. So

X= X\int(,I(X\Ua,)) X\(,r(X\Ua))
pROPOSITION 3.4. Let X be a topological space For the following conditions

(i) X is weakly-Lindelof,
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(ii) any cover Ua a, . of X by regularly open sets of X admits a countable subfamily with dense union

in X,

(iii) if {C’a a, A is a family of regularly closed subsets of X such that CI CA 0, then there exists a
ac A

countable subfamily such that int ( f3 CA O,

we have that (i) = (ii) = (iii) = (ii) and if X is semiregular then (ii) =
PROOF. (i) = (ii) is obvious from the definition The proof of (ii) = (iii) is quite similar to the

proof of Proposition 3 3 replacing open cover with a regularly open cover of X We will prove the

implication (ii) = (i) when X is semiregular Let Ua)a 1 be an open cover of X By hypothesis we

can suppose any Ua to be regularly open Then there exists a countable subfamily Ua },,, such that
to Ua,, X This completes the proof I-1

Obviously, if a space is nearly-Lindelof then it is almost-Lindelof and if a space is almost-Lindelof

then it is weakly-Lindelof But the following example shows that weakly-Lindelof property or almost-

Lindelof property does not imply the nearly-Lindelof property
EXAMPLI 3.5. Let f be the smallest uncountable ordinal number and A [0, f) as in Example

2 Let X {a3, b3, c, a, b} where E A and 3 E N Consider in X the topology such that the points

a and b3 are isolated and the fundamental system of neighborhoods ofthe points c, }, a and b}
are

B {c,,au, b,}3>,, B {a,a,j},>_o,jer and B {b,b,j},_>o,el
respectively X so topologizcd is Hausdorff and scmircgular but it is not ncarly-Lindclof as we can scc

considering

{Ua }a^ be an open cover of X Then there exist A, Az A such that a Ua and b Ua The set

X\(Ua tO Ua is countable, so it follows easily that X is weakly-Lindelof. Note that this space X is also

almost-Lindelof.

Below we will give the construction of an example of a weakly-Lindelof space that it is not almost-

Lindel0f
PROPOSITION 3.6. A topological space X is almost-LindelOf if and only if every family CA

of closed subsets ofX such that fq CA O admits a countable subfamily such that rCxo O
AA

PROOF. If {Ca}a is a family by closed subsets of X such that f3 CA , then the family

{X\C,x}xa is an open cover of X. By hypothesis there exists a countable subfamily such that

tO X\Ca, X, e.,Q_Ta, . Conversely, let (Ua}aa be an open cover ofX Then {X\Ua}a^ is

a family by closed sets such that (X\U,) By hypothesis there exists a countable subfamily such

that q int(X\Ua,) , e X t3 Uao This completes the proof.
hEN hEN

PROPOSITION 3.7. Let X be a topological space For the following conditions

(i) X is almost-LindelOf,

(ii) every regularly open cover {Ua }aA admits a countable subfamily such that X tO

(iii) every family {C’a }aeA of regularly closed subsets of X such that CA 0 admits a countable

subfamily such that C C’a 0;

we have that (i) = (ii) = (iii) = (ii) and ifX is semiregular then (ii) = (i)

PROOF. (i) = (ii) is obvious by the definition. The proof of (ii) = (iii) is quite similar to the proof

of Proposition 3 6 replacing open cover with a regularly open cover ofX We will prove the implication

(ii) = (i) when X is semiregular. Let {Ua a be an open cover of X. By hypothesis we can suppose
that any Ua is regularly open, then there exists a countable subfamily Ua, },r such that tO Ua,, X

This completes the proof. !-3
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THEOREM 3.8. A weakly-Lindelof, semiregular and nearly paracompact space X is almost-
LindeloF

PROOF. Let U} ,,x be a cover oFX by regularly open sets Since X is nearly paracompact, this

cover admits a locally finite refinement {V}< I" Since X is weakly-Lindelof then there exists a

countable subfamily such that X =V., Since the family {V..,},,: is locally finite, then

V V [2, 11] Choosing, for each n, A, A such that V, c U. weobtain

X ,- " ,,N U,, By Proposition 3 7 X is almost-Lindelof

PROPOSITION 3.9 [9] An almost regular space is an almost-Lindelof space if and only if it is

nearly-Lindelof

CONSTRUCTION OF A WEAKLY-LINDELOF SPACE
LEMMA 3.10. The real line can be paitioned in the union of a family, of cardinality 2, by

countable dense and paiise disjoint subsets of

PROOF. Let Q be the set of the rational numbers Consider the following equivalence relation on

z if and only if z-Q.

The pamition of so obtained is the one that we want, in fact eve equivalence class is of the form
z + Q, where z R, and it is a countable dense subset of

EXAMPLE 3.11. Let be the real line and r the usual topolo on it By the previous lemma we

can represent R as a union of continuum many countable dense and paiise disjoint subsets of R We

canwritethispaitionasN=(S)USo, wherethesetlhascardinality2 Let r be the topology

on R having the base {S}et R Let a be the topology generated by r and T and let X (R, a) We
will show that X is not almost-Lindelof Since S0 is countable, we can write S0 {Zl, z,..., z,, ...}
Consider the open cover ofX

x-

Suppos tSat X is almost-indd, tSen there exists a countable set ], i2, ,, } Z suc5 that

Xn+ =nx u

Since the Lebesgue measure of the set eU [z ,z +

has cardinNity greater than N0 But X n[z V,z + ] C(& U S0) and, since the second

member is countable, we obtain a contradiction. We will show now that X is wey-Lindelof Let
{U e be open cover of X and So {0, x, x, ...} as above. Since in the topology e eve
point of S0 has the same ndamental system ofneighborhoods as in the topolo r, then for each n N

there est an open set g in r and an index A such that z g c Ux The set g U g is

open in r and S0 C g c U U. Let z S. For y r-open neighborhood

(because S0 is dense in (N, r)) So g , hence N g and this shows that z, cl(V)

We obtain that X clo(V) cloU) and therefore X is weakly-LindelOf

4. LOSTVLN-LELF
The previous exple suggests some interesting remarks But before it is usel to recall the

follong definitions

EFINITION 4.1 open cover Ua }ae of a topological space X is said to be relar if for

eve A there exists a non-empty regularly closed subset of X such that Ua (i e U is

quasi regular open) and U x X
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DEFINITION 4.2 [l] A topological space X is said to be weakly compact if every regular cover
admits a finite subfamily such that the union is dense m X

LEMMA 4.3. Let X be the space in Example 3 Let C be a regularly closed and A an open set
such that C’ c A Then int,, (C’) c int7 clo (A)

PROOF. We denote with :r0 and :r, the elements of So and S, respectively We show before that if
:r0 E into(C) then :r0 E int, cl,,(A) Since the fundamental system of neighborhoods of :rt) Is the same
whether in the topology a or in 7-, then the lemma is true Now let :r, into(C) There exists a r-open
neighborhood V of :r, such that V, Iq S, c C We will show that V, c cl, (A) Let :rt V, and let V be
an arbitrary a-open, and therefore 7--open, neighborhood of :r0 Since :r0 V, A V0, we have
V, N V0 :/: 0 and thus S, N V,, V0 :/: 0 This shows that a:0 cl,,(V, S) C C c cl,,(A) Let :rj E V,
Suppose that z clo (A), e there exists a 7--open neighborhood V of a:j such that V Sj
Since :rj V A V,, then V V, -7/: 0 and therefore V tO So :fi 0 Let z0 V V,, We have seen

above that :to C c A C cl,, (A), since A is a-open hence there exists a a-open, and therefore 7--open

neighborhood V0 of :r0 such that V0 C A Since V0 VV : 0 then, by density of Sj,
V0 V, V Sj 0 and therefore A V S-]: that is a contradiction So it is shown that
:r, clo (A) and therefore V, C clo (A) The proof is complete

PROPERTY 4.5. The space X in Example 3 11 satisfies the following property every regular
cover U A ofX admits a countable subfamily U,}r such that X O Ux,

PROOF. Let U A be a regular cover of X For any A A there exists a regularly closed
Ca c Ux such that X O into(Ca) By the previous lemma we have X t..J int-clo(Ux) and, since X

AA Ae_A

is Lindelof with respect to the topology "r, there exists a countable subcover such that X--

intclo(UA,,)--,,t.J clo(UA), l-l
eN

The previous property suggests us to give a new definition that generalizes the weakly-Lindelof
property

DEFINITION 4,6, A topological space X is called almost regular-Lmdelof if every regular corot

UA)AA ofX admits a countable subfamily such that X
REMARK 4.7. Obviously almost-Lindelof implies almost regular-Lindel0f, but the converse in

general is not true, in fact the space X in Example 3.11 is almost regular-Lindelof but not almost-
Lindelof

THEOREM 4,8, An almost regular-Lindelof and almost regular space X is nearly-Lindelof
PROOF, Let (UA)AeA be a cover by regularly open sets ofX For each :r X there exists Ax E A

such that x UA Since X is almost regular, there exist two regularly open subsets VA and W’ such
that x ( Vx C VA C W,xW,x C U,x, [13, Th 2 2] The family {W,x}:x is a regular cover ofX and,

since X is almost regular-LindelOf, there exists a countable set of points zl, :r, :r, ofX such that
X t_J WA So X t_J UA and therefore X is nearly-Lindelof C!

:rN

The previous theorem implies the following
COROLLARY 4.9. Let X be an almost regular space Then X is almost regular-Lindelof if and

only if it is nearly-Lindelof IZI
We give now a characterization of almost regular-Lindelof spaces
THEOREM 4.10. A topological space X is almost regular-Lindelof if and only if for every family

{CA}AA of closed subsets of X, such that for each A ( A there exists an open set Ax Ca with

AA , there exists a countable subfamily such that Cx, 0
AA nN

PROOF. Let {C’a aea be a family of closed sets of X such that for each A A there exists an

et A D C with V A=O It follows that X-X\(\ -/ =U(X\--)A. But, sinceopen
AA AA

C C A c x C A, then X\A,x C X\.,,x C X\C,x, and therefore X tA (X\C,x) The family
Ac=A
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X\C: A, A is a regular cover of X, since X is almost regular-Lindelof, then there exists a countable

subfamily such that

and therefore N CA 0 Conversely, let UA A, Ix be a regular cover of X For each A E A there,
exists a regularly closed CA ofX such that CA C Ca C Ua and Ca X The family XUx x, .x ofAc A
closed sets is such that, for each a A, there exists the open set XUA D XU and such that

AA AA

By hypothesis, there exists a countable set of indices {A}v such that int(XUx)=, e

(X) So X U and therefore X U Ux This completes the proof
nN nN

ALMOST GULAR-LINDELOF SUBSPACES AND SUBSETS
A subset S of a space X is said to be almost regular-Lindelof if S is almost regul-Lindelof as a

subspace ofX
DEFINITION 4.11. A subset S of a space X is said to be almost relar-Llndelofrelattve to X if

for each family Ua A ofopen sets ofX satising the condition

S C U, and

(.) for each A A, there exists a nonempty regularly closed set C ofX such

thatCcUaandSC
there exists a countable subset {A}s C A such that S C

nN

THEOM 4.12. If S is an almost regular-LindelOf subspace of a space X, then S is almost

relar-Lindelof relative to X
PROOF. Let {Ux}xa be a cover of S satising the condition (.) For each A A, we have that

Cx S and Ux S are open sets in S, and Cx S is closed in S The family {Ux S}xa is an open

cover of S We will show that it is a relar cover of the subspace S For each A A, we have that

cls(x_ S) c Cx S c Ux S, where cls(x_ S)_ is regularly closed in S Moreover, we have

S= aS and CaScintscls xS thus S= intscls xS Since S is an
aA

almost relar-LindelOf subspace of X, there ests a countable subcover such that S cls(Ux, S)

Since for each n N cls(Ux, S) c Ux,, we obtain that S c Ux,. Ts shows that S is almost

relar-Lindel0f relative to X
TREOM 4.13. If eve relarly closed subset of a space X is most regul-Lindelof relative

to X, then X is almost regular-LindelOf
PROOF. Let {Ux }XA be a relar cover of X. For each A A, there exists a nonempty regully

closed set Ca of X such that Ca C Ux and X U Ca Fix bitra A0 6 A d let A" A{A0}

Put K XC<, then K is regularly closed in X and K C Ca. Therefore {Ux}xA. is a cover ofK
A6A*

by open sets ofX satisng the condition (,) of Definition 4 11 and hence there exists a countable subset
{A}s c A* such that K C Ux So we have

X=KUC=KUU= ugh= U,.

This shows that X is almost regular-Lindelof
COROLLARY 4.14. If eve proper regularly closed subset of a space X is almost regular-

Lindelof, then X is almost regular-Lindelo

THEOM 4.15. Let X be an almost regular-Lindelof space If A is a proper clopen subset of X,

then A is almost regular-Lindel0f relative to X
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PROOF. Let U, x, A be a cover of A by open sets of X satisfying the condition (.) of Definition
4 11 The family Ua }x, tO (X\A) is a regular cover of X Since X is almost regular-Lindelof, there
exists a countable subfamily such that

Therefore we have A C t3 Ua. This completes the proof I"1

We conclude this paper introducing the following two definitions
DEFINITION 4.16. A space X is called weakly regular-Lmdelofif every regular cover U,x 4, ,, of

X admits a countable subfamily such that X tO

DEFINITION 4.17. A space X is called nearly regular-Lmdelofif every regular cover Ua x A of

X admits a countable subfamily such that X

Obviously we have the following implications

Nearly-L =, Almost-L =, Weakly-L

Nearly regular-L Almost regular-L =, Weakly regular-L

We leave open the study of these two new generalizations of Lindel6f property and the relative

implications
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